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Company profile
CELTIC NATURE consortium represents the absolute world elite in the water treatment. The technology
is our unique development and is completely different from reverse osmosis technology (though our technology
can be used for reverse osmosis after-processing and treatment of water according to customer required chemical
specifications). Our technology is based on the use of implanted ion-exchanging resins, however, the difference
between traditional systems using ion-exchanging resins and our solution is, that we further process ionexchanging resins using our unique method based on our R&D and new technological solutions, so that the resins
gain required characteristics, fundamental for functioning of our equipment. Operating costs are at minimum and
the produced water quality is significantly higher, then of any other technology. The reliability of our technology
is proven by at least ten or fifteen years of operation of our oldest equipment in several installations all over the
world, without any need to replace any components as there occurs no actual depletion of the equipment.
Quality of water in industrial processes is the most important factor in terms
of both the quality of the final product (e.g. ingots, elox coating, galvanization etc.)
and also economy. Need for quality water is not limited to drinking water only.
Almost all the processes require high quality water, which is a direct participant of
the process or has a supporting role, e.g. in water cooling.
We offer all aspects of high quality water supply with a focus on the
individual needs of manufacturers. Every industry produces differently contaminated
water and thanks to the high level of our water purification we can return the water
back into the process in almost all cases and up to 95 %. We are able to produce
technological water, drinking water and ultra-clean water for laboratory and scientific work (Pharmacopoeia).
It depends on the type of industrial sector and on water characteristics, which must be defined by the customer.

R&D, Experience
Our longtime and long established experience in the area of processing industrial
waste water is a basis and challenge for developing new solutions in various
segments of water processing to required quality. In the field of ferrous or nonferrous metals manufacturing we are most able to process technological water used in
washing, cooling and reactional processes and even in galvanization. Basic principle
is to close water circulation. The outflowing water from the manufacturing processes
is treated according to requirements, up to a level of demineralized water close to
values of 0.1 µS/cm. If the impurities contained in the water may serve as a valuable
raw material, we remove them selectively and put them back into the manufacturing processes (galvanizing
plants). From the point of view of water treatment the most complex were galvanizing plants in Russia and
Poland. In a primary production the water treatment is far easier, and represents our routine standard.
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Our benefits to the industrial clients
Our motto is that in general, all industrial water can be cleaned. The only limiting factor for the
enterprises is the price of such revitalized water. However, the environmental aspects should be taken into
account here as well. We offer a large scope of possibilities to solve problems in industrial sector including,
but not limited to: chemical, foundry, tanning, mining, engineering, paper industry, food processing. We also
deal with water processing in agriculture, e.g. fish farming and all other sectors of industry, where water is
crucial.
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Advantages of our technological devices:
1. Device setting according to customer requirements
2. Fully automatic operation
3. High capacity
4. Highest water quality
5. Water treatment for various quality levels
6. Simple operation
7. Possibility of recovering raw materials for further processing
All water treatment systems comply to potable quality of European certificates.
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